In literature, most papers examine several stochastic demand processes where order lead times are constant. In reality, manufacturing firms use inventory management software, especially MRP, which ignored lead time uncertainty. It is true that in certain special cases, lead time uncertainty has essentially no effect and can be ignored. Nevertheless more often, lead time fluctuations strongly degrade tools performance and cause high production costs, just as demand uncertainty does. Seemingly, uncertainty has been neglected for a long time in favour of studying demand uncertainties. Industry agrees that it is overdue and there is a need to rectify this oversight. Nowadays, this gap in research activity begins to be filled in order to respond to companies having non-deterministic lead-times constraints. This paper reviews some of existing literature of supply planning tools under uncertainty of lead times. The extensive literature review that we compiled consists of citations from 1970 to 2012. A classification scheme for supply planning under uncertainty is defined.
Introduction
Inventory control in a supply chain is crucial for companies to satisfy their customer demands as well as controlling costs. However, the uncertainty can disrupt the supply and production process (Koh and Saad, 2003) . Wazed and al. (2009) have identified the major factors of uncertainty in a real manufacturing environment.
Thousands of papers in the scientific literature proposed several techniques that have been developed to parameterize the Material Requirement Planning (MRP) software under uncertainties. For example, Dolgui and Prodhon (2007) have focused on the development of MRP software for an uncertain environment and have shown that various techniques such as safety stock, safety lead time, and lot-sizing rules can be used to control the supply variability in order to lead the better anticipation of uncertainties. Whybark and Williams (1976) show how the safety lead time can be used to handle supply uncertainties, such as late delivery. There are other studies in the literature (Molinder 1997 In literature, many models exist for a random demand. Indeed, Mula et al. (2006b) have done an excellent review of demand uncertainty and shown that the case of lead time uncertainty was less studied in the past, in spite of their significant importance. Axsäter (2006) describe two different types of stochastic lead times: stochastic lead times are independent/ or dependent of the lead time demand and independent lead times. The author gave examples of two types of lead times and a numerical comparison. The comparison proves that the inventory level varies much less in case of independent lead times. In Svoronos and Zipkin (1991) there are similar discussions of different types of stochastic lead times: endogenous lead time, dependent of the capacity of system, and exogenous lead time, independent of the capacity of system. 
A State of the Art on Supply Planning and Inventory Control under Lead Time Uncertainty
Alexandre DOLGUI 1 Table 1 summarizes the paper reviewed in relation to the number of citations from Scopus database (www.scopus.com). Table 2 ).
The objective of this paper is to: Review the literature, classify the literature based on the modelling approach, and Identify future research directions. We do not describe in detail the models that have been considered. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, published research with random lead times and deterministic demand is reviewed and classified. Then, published research with both random lead times and random demand are also reviewed and classified. Finally, in section 4 the conclusions and directions for further research are given. A preliminary version of this paper was presented at IFAC conference MIM 2013 (Ben Ammar et al., 2013).
Random Lead Time and Deterministic Demand
We will classify the publications by structure of supply systems. Two groups of structures are identified: serial supply and assembly systems.
For these groups, we find also a one level, two level or multi-level structures. For assembly systems, several problems with a one or multiperiod model have been studied in several papers before.
Complexity in assembly system is the dependence between components, i.e., the assembly cannot be carried out if all the necessary components are not available at the right moment. In addition, the complexity of multi-level case is due to the dependence among levels.
Serial supply chains
In the following, the serial supply chain structures with stochastic lead times are reviewed. We presented the case of deterministic demand for one and multilevel serial supply chains. We have started by review the approach details and results for several articles and finally we presented some directions for futures researches. The simulation study in Whybark and Williams (1976) suggested that a safety leadtimes may perform better than that of safety stock in a multi-level production-inventory system when the production and replenishment times are stochastic. Nevertheless, Grasso and Taylor (1984) reached another conclusion and prefer safety stocks for both quantity and lead-time uncertainties.
Weeks (1981) developed a one-stage model with tardiness (T c ) and holding costs (H c ) in which the processing time is stochastic and demand is deterministic. The author has proven that the problem is equivalent to the standard "Newsboy" problem. Yano (1987a) used an analytic approach to determine optimal planned lead times in serial production systems in which the actual procurement and processing times may be stochastic and demand is deterministic and a lot-for-lot policy is used. To surmount the difficulty to express the closed form for the objective function to the problem presented by Yano (1987b) , Elhafsi (2002) developed a recursive scheme that evaluates the objective function efficiently for any number of stages in the production system without recurring to express it in closed form. Due to the convexity of objective function, any classical non-linear optimization algorithm can be used. However, for a large N the computer processing time CPU increases relatively quickly as the number of stages in the system increases. This is due to the polynomial complexity of numerical recursive scheme. To overcome this difficulty, author presents a heuristic based on using only a subset of adequate number of production stages for which the optimal planned lead time can be quickly obtained. Silver et al. (2005) dealt with the seasonal lead times for raw materials under constant and fixed demand. The probability distribution of the lead times changes seasonally. The total expected cost of each of the cycles in a year was presented and it is composed of expected setup cost, expected carrying costs and expected shortage costs. The objective consisted in determining the timing of each order and the quantity of each order. The authors gave the analytical expected costs of each of the cycles in year. They also used simulation to estimate the true expected total annual costs and proposed two heuristics method for minimizing it: a basic approach and tabu search method.
Arda and Hennet (2006) used the queuing theoretical model for one retailer and several suppliers. There is only one type of product. Lead times are random and follow an exponential distribution while demand for finished product follows a Poisson distribution. The customer orders and the demand is satisfied directly from retailer stock or delayed. The authors use procurement policy (S-1, S).
The purpose of detailing is to minimize average costs of storage and rupture. The authors suggested building a procurement policy, defined by an optimal position of the reference stock and a rule to choose the supplier for each order. The numerical results show that the economic benefit to the retailer is to send orders to several suppliers rather than one.
Charharsooghi and Heydari (2010) analyse the performance of a multi-level linear structure.
To measure system performance studies, the authors used a simulation to model different combinations of input variables (lead time and supply variances) by indicators: storage, backlog, size, number of stock and the bullwhip effect. These indicators are dependent.
Measuring the effect of all independent variable on all dependent variables is possible using the canonical correlation model, which eliminates the impact of intervening variables. According to the results, the authors showed that the effect of the variance of lead time performance is greater than the effect of mean of lead time.
Wazed et al. (2009) have investigated the effects of lead time and machine breakdown in a manufacturing environment. The authors considered the case of an electrical and electronic company located in Singapore. The production is characterized by multiple end items for multi-period and multi-stage dependent demand. A simulation is used to analyse the situations of the production lines. The authors observed that inclusion of common components in the manufacturing system is generally beneficial over the non-commonality environment in uncertain situations. Impacts of machine breakdown on system outcomes are higher than that of the lead time variation. The combination of uncertain factors has more impact on throughput and average production time compared to the individual factor.
Apparently nowhere in literature has supply planning for the serial system under uncertainty of discrete lead times been studied before.
Authors have considered continuous lead times where the distribution probability is either known or unknown. However, in industrial world, there are many manufacturing control systems that use discrete lead time data.
Consequently it is necessary to investigate this research void and we invite any of our challenge to join us in this endeavour.
Assembly systems
In the following, the assembly systems with stochastic lead times are reviewed. As serial supply chain, we presented the case of deterministic demand for one and multilevel structures.
The additional difficulty for the assembly systems is the dependence between the components needed for assembly operation. This dependence causes a problem to find explicit modelling of the objective function to optimize. We have started by review the approach details and results for several articles and finally we presented some directions for futures researches. Table 3 summarizes the existing models for assembly systems.
For single item problems, Kaplan (1970) suggested a finite horizon dynamic programming model whose optimal inventory policy turned out to depend on whether the ordering cost is fixed. Liberatore (1979) tried to extend directly the EOQ model so as to treat stochastic lead time, but no closed-form solution was given for optimal order size. out for special types of distributions (exponential, uniform, and normal).
Another interesting single-period model of this type was developed in (Chu et al., 1993 (Proth et al., 1997) , the components to be ordered and the products to be assembled are selected on the basis of a priority heuristic.
The single-period models do not need to take into account the dependence between stocks of different successive periods for the periodic case. In manufacturing systems, the demand is periodic, therefore this inventory problem is solved at each period and the stocks of the previous periods can be used for the next and so on. However, the mathematical formulation of multi-period problems under lead time uncertainty is more difficult. Orders may cross, that is, they may not be received in the same sequence in which they were placed (He et al. 1998 ). In certain publications it is assumed that orders do not crossover, and so a single-period problem is solved (Graves et al. 1993 ).
Hegedus and Hopp (2001) developed a practical method to determine the safety component lead times in an assembly system with uncertainties in the procurement process. Their approach is based on the use of the MRP method with limited production capacity and a time scale discrete and finite. They studied a two-level production system where suppliers have an unlimited capacity. Their lead times are i.i.d random variables and demand and production rates are deterministic. The objective was to minimize the H c subject to S l constraints in a production planning (here, the service is not related to the client, but the percentage of jobs starting time). Their numerical results show that regardless of the level of uncertainty on the supplier lead times, a safety lead time is useful to ensure flexibility. They also looked at the influence of a lot sizing. The combination has effects similar to the introduction of a safety time, but creates the larger H c . The same problem, but with Inventory Liability Period Contract (ILPC) are studied by Tang et al., (2012). They model the interaction between suppliers and manufacturer as a Stackelberg game which embeds a Nash game about planned lead-times decisions. The centralized system is considered as a benchmark. Authors demonstrate that the optimal planned leadtimes portfolio for a decentralized system can be obtained and that, with optimal lead-times guaranteed, the suppliers penalty cost increases when the Inventory Liability Period (ILP) turns longer. They concluded that ILPC can allocate the inventory cost efficiently among gamers in the supply chain.
In (Ben Ammar et al., 2012), authors studied the same problem; they proposed a simulation model for multi-level assembly systems. It was coupled with a GA. To validate their model, they compared, for two-level assembly systems, their approach with a mathematical model coupled with the same GA. The last approach appears more accurate, efficient and to converge faster than the simulation model coupled with the same GA. However, the simulation model allows the study of multilevel assembly systems. A multi-period model was proposed in (Gurnani et al. 1996) for assembly systems with two types of components and the lead time probability distributions are limited to two periods. In this model authors supposed that components either arrive in the current period with a given probability (β) or in the next period with probability (1-β). This two period lead time model gives the optimal quantity of each component to order from each supplier. Bookbinder and Çakanyildirim (1999) considered inventories for (Q,r) models with constant demand and stochastic lead times. The authors developed two probabilistic models. For each model, the convexity of the expected cost is proven and the minimum is obtained. The author's motivation was to help an inventory manager of a JIT system who could invest in decreasing the lead time in a stochastic-order sense. They used (Q,r) approach and gave comparison of their model with the classical (Q,r) model (stochastic demand, fixed lead time) and the EOQ (deterministic demand). Song et al. (1999) considered the stage due date planning for multistage assembly systems with uncertainties in process times. The authors applied recursively stage by stage the approximate expression for two stage assembly developed by Song et al. (2002) . The method is evaluated by comparing it with extensions to existing heuristic methods TWKCP (total work on the critical path) and SLKCP (total work with slack on the critical path) to estimate the product due dates for assemblies (Fry et al. 1989 , Smith et al. 1995 , Roman and Valle 1996 . Simulation examples verify the effectiveness of this method. The results show that the recursive method is better plan, in terms of lead times, costs and S l .
Louly and Dolgui (2002) studied the same type of assembly systems as in (Chu et al., 1993) providing some generalizations. Their model is a multi-period model with random lead times and integer decision variables. The finished product demand is periodic and constant (the same for all periods). The criterion considered is the sum of the average H c for the components and the average T c for the finished product. This model gives the optimal values of the safety stocks when the component lead times are i.i.d. random variables and the unit H c are the same for all types of components. This problem was already treated in for the case of Lot-for-Lot policy. A particular case of this model was earlier considered in (Louly and Dolgui, 2004) , where all components have identical properties, i.e. the same lead time probability distribution and the same unit H c . The Periodic Order Quantity (POQ) policy was modelled and some properties of the objective function were proven. The same problem was solved by a B&B approach in (Louly et al., 2008a ) but for Lot-For-Lot policy with S l constraint.
Tang and Grubbström (2003) considered a two component assembly system problem with stochastic lead times for components and deterministic demand for the finished item. Their study is similar to the work of Yano (1987 c). However, the process time of item at level 1 is assumed to be stochastic, the due date is known and the optimal planned lead time are smaller than the due date. The objective is to minimize the total T c and inventory H c . A Laplace transform procedure is used to capture the stochastic properties of lead times. The optimal safety lead time, which is the difference between planned and expected lead time is presented. In Axsäter (2005) a multi-level assembly network was considered with independent stochastic operation times. The objective is to choose starting times for different operations in order to minimize the total expected costs composed of H c of components and delay cost of end items. An approximate decomposition technique that is based on repeat application of the solution of a single-stage problem was suggested. The numerical result for the first example of two stage problems the error is only 1%, i.e., the relative cost increase due to approximation. But, for the second example, three-stage the error is about 10% and cannot be disregarded.
Houtum et al. (1996) analysed the various structures of multi-levels for the case of assembly and distribution. The objective of the study is to optimize the supply planning policy that minimizes average costs while respecting a high S l . The authors have shown that multilevel model is an excellent tool for managing inventory in the different models studied. These models are identified by several structures such as linear system or assembly system.
The authors conducted a comparative study between the Base stock policy (BSC) and Exclusively End-item Buffering (EEB) method. The results show that the costs for BSC may be considerably smaller than for EEB, and thus that for companies it may be wise to use BSC instead of EEB. ) to minimize the average inventory H c for components while maintaining a high S l for the finished product. In , POQ policy is considered to determine the optimal values of the order periodicity and planned lead times (parameters of MRP) for all components minimizing the sum of the average H c for the components, average T c for the assembled product and setup cost. A closed form of the criterion is derived. Original lower bounds on the criterion as well as some dominance properties are proposed and proven. This permits the use of a Branch and Cut algorithm based on similar techniques as in (Louly and Dolgui, 2009 ) and (Louly et al., 2011) . The necessary adaptations of this algorithm taking into account that POQ policy is applied are suggested. The obtained algorithm is tested on a set of randomly generated examples.
The supply planning for the multilevel assembly system under uncertainty of discrete or continuous lead times apparently has not been exactly studied before. To our knowledge, there is only the approximate study of (Axsäter, 2005) in the case of continuous lead times only. There is a compelling reason to further study this topic.
Lead Times and Demand Uncertainties
This section is about simultaneous random demand and random lead times. As mentioned above. There still a lot of work left in this domain. Nevertheless, nowadays such complex systems are beginning to be explored. In most cases, the parameters used are the lot-sizing rules, safety lead time and safety stocks.
Song (1994) considered a simple stochastic dynamic inventory model in which the demands from a compound Poisson process and the lead times are stochastic but exogenous means that the evolution of the lead time is independent of demand and orders. The paper has investigated the effect of lead time uncertainty on optimal inventory control policies and system performance. The author focused on the behaviour of the optimal base stock level in response to stochastically larger or more variable lead times. The author showed that a stochastically larger lead time requires a higher optimal base-stock level. However, a stochastically larger lead time may not necessary result in higher optimal average cost. A simulation study of MRP systems with a two-level bill-of-materials are proposed by Mohebbi and Choobineh (2005) to analyse the impact of introducing component commonality into an assemble-to-order (ATO) environment when and component procurement lead times are random variables. By using simulated data, their ANOVA results showed that component commonality significantly interacted with existence of demand and supply chain variability, and benefits of component commonality were most pronounced when both uncertainties exist. In the article (Mohebbi et al. (2007) , the authors proposed an approach, called the capacity driven procurement system, as an alternative to demand-driven MRP procurement system when the production system is not loaded up to its full capacity and if the system-related performance could be replaced by S l and ease of control.
In the article (Arda and Hennet, 2006) , the application of a multi-supplier strategy in a two-level supply chain, with the purpose of evaluating possible savings in H c and T c , was analysed. Their approach was modelled as a queuing theoretical model. The authors have proposed a (S-1, S) inventory control policy and have suggested, in the case of a random demand and random delivery delays, that dispatching the orders between several suppliers may be significantly profitable than to direct all the replenishment orders toward a single one.
Zhao and David Simchi-Levi (2006) considered the multi-product and M-cp into ATO systems where the replenishments lead times of the components are stochastic, sequential, and independent of the system state. The demand of each product following independent Poisson processes. The authors characterized the delivery time to satisfy a demand and provide some important system properties for the ATO system with a single end product. For the case of multiple end products, the authors characterized the dependence among the stockout delays of the components and decompose the multi-product ATO system into multiple single product subsystems with each subsystem corresponding to one product.
Song et al. (2010) studied a single-item (r,q) inventory system. The demand is a compound Poisson process. They investigated the behavior of the optimal policy parameters and the long-run average cost of the system in response to stochastically shorter of lessvariable lead times. They showed that although some of the properties of the base-stock system can be extended to this more general model, some cannot.
Feng (2010) examined an integrated decisionmaking process regarding pricing for uncertain demand and sourcing from uncertain supply. Their results indicated that either supply limit and supply uncertainty may induce a significant benefit from dynamic pricing, and the component effect of supply limit and uncertainty can be much more pronounced than the individual effects.
Van Kampen et al. (2010) presented the effect of safety stocks and safety lead times with uncertainty in demand and supply. The simulation experiment confirmed that the benefit of safety stock is its responsiveness whereas safety lead-time increases flexibility. The result proves that the lead time is more effective with supply variability. In other hand safety stock is more effective with uncertainties in demand. For the case with both uncertainties of supply and demand, a safety lead time is more effective than an equivalent level of safety stock. However, the disadvantage of adopting a safety lead time is that it leads to higher inventory levels with a comparable level of safety stock when demand uncertainty is high or the number of stock keeping units. Altendorfer and Minner (2011) considered a two-stage manufacturing system with random demands processing time, and distributed customer due dates. Under the assumption of a series of M/M/1 queuing system, it is shown that the optimal planned lead time values are independent of the distribution of customer required lead time when capacity is predefined.
This extends the finding of Buzacott and Shanthikumar (1994) and Yano (1987) discussing the planned lead time setting.
Guillaume et al. (2011) proposed a method for computing gross requirements taking into account the uncertainty on the demand and on the lead times, within a decision support approach. This method gives a set of plans represented in a graph. In this graph, each level denotes a period and each path defines a scenario. A possibility distribution, representing the possible quantities to process during a period, is attached to each node. Each arc is valued by the possibility level that the link exists. The method can be used to determinate robust release policies. For critical products, it takes into account the levels of possibility/necessity to require the quantities to produce, and helps the decision maker to choose iteratively theses quantities to produce. Arts et al. (2013) used Markov chains to study the inventory control of a single product in one location with two supply sources facing stochastic demand. To find the optimal orderup-to level, the authors provided a proof that separates the optimization of the dual-index policy in two one-dimensional problems. The model was then generalized to accommodate stochastic lead times.
Conclusions and Further Research
This paper has presented an exhaustive literature survey about models for supply planning under uncertainty of lead times. The safety lead times, safety stocks and the modelling approach were the taxonomy criteria used.
The analytical modelling approach was the most frequently encountered. Most of the analytical models assumed a simple structure of the supply chain (one level) and one period planning. For more complex processes, with multilevel supply chain and more than one period, the analytical approach is replaced by methodologies based on simulation. Although a lot of work use simulation approaches to model uncertainty, very few studies exist on the comparative evaluation of the advantages and inconveniences of different simulation languages.
Although an extensive literature on models for supply planning under uncertainty of lead times was reviewed, needs for further research have been identified: (1) investigation of new approaches to contain additional sources and types of uncertainty , such as transport times, quality uncertainty, failure of production system, etc. (2) development of new models that contain additional resources and types of uncertainty, such as both supply lead times and finished product demand uncertainty, (3) development of a new modelling for the more complex problem of multilevel assembly system where there is the additional complexity of the dependence between inventory of components at each level and the dependence between levels. 
